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ABSTRACT
BGP is the most important component of Internet routing and yet
it is vulnerable to many threats such as IP prefix hijacking, which
has created significant problems over the decade. There have been
two approaches to address the IP prefix hijacking issue: anomaly
detection-based approach and cryptography-based one. Due to
complexity and deployment concern of the latter, there are a lot of
solutions that take the former approach. We propose a
probabilistic IP prefix authentication (PIPA) scheme that
leverages the existing BGP anomaly detection-based solutions as
well as public internet registry information. That is, PIPA
determines the authenticity of the pair (IP prefix, AS path) in BGP
messages by using historical stability of the BGP information and
internet registry data. We also discuss how to recover the hijacked
IP prefixes in PIPA.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.0 [Computer-Communication Networks]: General Security
and Protection; C.2.2 [Computer-Communication Networks]:
Network Protocols—Routing Protocols; C.2.3 [ComputerCommunication Networks]: Network Operations --Network
Monitoring
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Internet is often defined as a network of networks, or a
network of autonomous systems (ASs). An AS is a collection of
connected IP network prefixes (or subnets) under the control of
typically a single network operator. Normally, an AS is governed
by a common, clearly defined routing policy. An AS should
connect with other ASs to provide connectivity to end-users. The
connectivity among ASs, so called AS path information, should
be disseminated throughout the Internet so as to any source can
send packets to any destination, which is the role of inter-domain
routing. The de facto inter-domain routing protocol in the Internet
is Border Gateway Protocol (BGP).
BGP is a path vector protocol to carry routing information across
multiple ASs without loops. The term ―path vector‖ comes from
the fact that BGP routing information carries a sequence of AS
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numbers (or AS path) along the path over which an IP prefix has
traversed [1]. BGP was designed with no consideration for
security. Thus, any IP prefix disseminated across multiple ASs
can cause a significant disruption in the Internet connectivity. As
a result, there are tons of studies to address BGP security issues
[2].
BGP is vulnerable to misconfigured and malicious routing
information as there is no verification mechanism of the incoming
routing information. One of the most notorious BGP attack is IP
prefix hijacking, which occurs when a malicious or misconfigured
BGP router originates an IP prefix that the router (or the AS that
contains the IP subnet) does not own. IP prefix hijacking is
essentially a special form of denial of service attack [6, 7]. Even
though BGP operates well in practice due to simplicity and
resilience, some outages may lead to significant and widespread
damage. For instance, one of the early BGP hijacks happened in
1997, where traffic to be redirected to as7007 hijacked a lot of
specific (or longer) IP prefixes. Some of the more recent incidents
of that kind are ConEd [9] and an outage for the popular
YouTube site caused by Pakistan Telecom [10]. As the number of
critical applications (online banking, stock trading, and
telemedicine) on the Internet grows, there will be more
dependency on the underlying network infrastructure to provide
reliable and secure internet connectivity [1].
That motivates us to focus on how to check the authenticity of the
pair (IP prefix, AS path). Each BGP routing message carries this
pair, and there are many anomaly detection-based BGP security
systems that use this information. As there are many noisy BGP
routing messages (e.g. even suspicious BGP messages that
announces new pair of (IP prefix, AS path) may be legitimate), we
take a somewhat probabilistic approach in this paper. We propose
a probabilistic IP prefix authentication (PIPA) scheme that
leverages some of the existing solutions to sanity-check the
authenticity of AS path for an IP network prefix in BGP routing
messages. One of the basic criteria in PIPA is how long the pair
(IP prefix, AS path) has been announced, which is the interval
since its first announcement until the announcement of new pair
(the same IP prefix, new AS path). IP subprefix within the range
of the same IP prefix can cause the same hijacking problem since
the router prefers the longer prefix matching in making routing
decisions.
PIPA will rely on several sources to check the authenticity of new
pair (IP prefix/subprefix, new AS path). For instance, well-known
routing monitoring systems such as RouteView and RIPE will be
used. Also PIPA will refer to public internet registries like RIR
and IRR. Even real time monitors like BGPmon [29] can be
contacted. Furthermore, ―unreachability information‖ available in
Hubble [28] and PlanetSeer [30] will be retrieved periodically. If
PIPA concludes that a newly announced pair of (IP prefix, AS
path) is not credible, PIPA will take a countermeasure to remedy
this hijacking incident. As for multi-origin ASes (MOASs), we
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will treat each pair separately. The credibility of each pair will be
handled independently.

2. BACKGROUND
Research community on inter-domain routing has worked out
many protocols and technical contributions for BGP operational
issues such as scalability, convergence, routing stability, and
performance. However, the security aspects of BGP have not been
practically solved.
A BGP attacker could be a network operator who has
misconfigured its BGP routing behaviors. Also, a malicious party
may gain control of a BGP speaking router on the black-market.
Spammers with upstream hijacked address space might be able to
operate a portion of the infrastructure [3-5]. In any case, fake
routes may be fabricated by a sophisticated attacker to manipulate
arbitrary address spaces so that the attacker can launch a stealthy
attack or access the relevant traffic of IP prefixes [11]. There are
different types of prefix hijacks and it is important to address all
or the most of them. Table 1 provides the comparison of prefix
hijacking solutions and their features. Prefix hijacking can be
classified into:
Prefix hijacking: an AS directly originates the route(s) of
an arbitrary prefix
Sub prefix hijacking: an AS originates the routes of a sub-prefix
(i.e. network prefix of smaller size than the hijacked prefix)
Duplicate prefix hijacking: an AS announces a prefix used by
another AS to gain access to the traffic of the prefix.
Super prefix hijacking: an AS originates the routes of a superprefix (i.e. network prefix of greater size than the hijacked prefix).
Independent prefix hijacking: an AS originates the routes of a
prefix entirely in unused address space
Man in the middle (MITM): it allows an attacker to make traffic
for certain destinations redirected to an attacker.
Over the last decade, researchers have contributed different
solutions mainly based on cryptography-based solutions (S-BGP,

PS-BGP [13, 14]), anomaly detection-based ones (PHAS [15],
PG-BGP [16, 17]) and so on. Some of the desirable requirements
for BGP security solutions are real-time, accurate, light-weight,
easy deployment, incentive, and robustness. Cryptography-based
solutions have been around for a while but ISPs show little
interest because of their complexity and non-compatibility issues.
Anomaly detection-based systems rely on measures like the
generation of alarms when anomalies are detected, access control
lists (ACLs) and BGP filter lists to prevent or allow the
distribution of specific IP prefixes. Anomaly detection-based
solutions work by gathering BGP routing data from multiple
vantage points.
Anomaly detection-based systems differ in the type(s) of data they
use. Some are based on registry data from Regional Internet
Registries (RIRs) and Internet Routing Registries (IRRs) - an
example is the Nemecis tool [19]. Others such as the Prefix
Hijack Alert System (PHAS) and the Pretty Good BGP (PG-BGP)
are driven by BGP trace data. The trace data is obtained from
global BGP monitoring infrastructures (e.g., RIPE-RIS,
Routeviews) or a BGP speaker where the algorithm operates.
There are a number of data sources of BGP routing information
available for a BGP security solution to get data such as
Routeviews, Reseaux Internet Protocol Europeans - Routing
Information Service (RIPE-RIS), Cooperative Association for
Internet Data Analysis (CAIDA). Declarative routing information
is available from addressing and routing registries such as RIPE,
American Registry for Internet Numbers (ARIN), Routing Assets
Database (RADB). There are other BGP information sources
available such as bogon lists. But correctness, freshness, and
consistency of the data derived from these sources must be taken
into account by any BGP Security Solution [21-25].
Anomaly detection-based solutions like PG-BGP, PHAS are very
good at detecting the prefix hijacks but lack the property of timely
recovery since they just rely on notifying the victim AS through
email and ratio of generating false alarms is quite high.

3. PROPOSED SOLUTION

one has to consider the correctness and freshness of these data
sources.

3.1. PIPA Overview

In May 2009, there are 31315 ASes in routing system, and 13327
ASes among them announce only one prefix. A single AS
announces even 4303 prefixes [32].There are two main modules
of PIPA namely: Hijack Probability assignment and Prefix hijack
detection and recovery

We propose PIPA by illustrating a hijacking and detecting
scenario. Suppose there is an IP Prefix that has been working fine
in the Internet but an attacker announces a new path for the same
prefix or more specific subprefix. Then, routers may start
switching to the more recently announced AS path than the old
one. What happens is that all the traffic for the hijacked prefix
will be black holed. In that case, unreachability to the prefix will
be observed at some points in the Internet. PIPA tries to assign a
probability to each IP prefix by retrieving the unreachability
information (from Hubble project, PlanetSeer, etc) as well as the
historical data collected from different data sources like
RouteView, RIPE. If a pair of an IP prefix and it‘s AS path has
been working well until the announcement of a new pair of the
same prefix and its new AS path, the probability of hijacking is
increased as the new pair causes multiple sources of
unreachability reports. Based on the unreachability reports along
with other analysis of data sources, PIPA can conclude whether IP
prefix hijacking occurs or not.
PIPA can also initiate the recovery process once a particular
prefix is concluded to be hijacked. PIPA will stop using the new
AS path information of the hijacked prefix; instead, it will switch
back to the old path information for the hijacked IP prefix. This
fallback process is done by comparing the ―hijack‖ probabilities
of multiple AS-path entries that correspond to the same IP prefix.
Hubble project can be one source of getting the unreachability
information but we are also considering using distributed active
probes to decide more quickly about unreachability.
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Figure 1. Functional blocks of PIPA
To check the authenticity of the AS PATH information, the
routing policy information collected from RIR/IRR such as the
connectivity between adjacent ASs will be retrieved. As the
control plane information may not be sufficient to check
authenticity, PIPA also uses the data plane information which can
be collected through distributed active probing. There are a
number of solutions to detect prefix hijacking; they use Route
Views/RIPE-RIS and registry-based data to authenticate the AS
path or prefix ownership through the history of collected for BGP
traces or the current routing policy data from RIR/IRR. However,

3.2 Hijack Probability Assignment
Hijack Probability assignment starts by assigning an initial
―hijack‖ probability value to every new entry of {IP Prefix, AS
Path} announced in BGP data collectors. The PIPA repository in
Figure 1 is used to store the {IP Prefix, AS Path, Hijack
Probability value}. To determine a ―hijack‖ probability for each
entry, PIPA first checks whether an incoming BGP update
message matches with the corresponding entry of BGP data
collectors, RIR/IRR records and the unreachability information
from the Internet. The hijack probability assignment is also
dependent on (1) number of updates of a particular prefix, (2) age
of an AS path and so on. If the prefix probability of a particular
prefix exceeds the predetermined threshold, that prefix
information is sent to the Prefix Hijack Detection and Recovery
module, which performs the additional checks and actions below.
3.3 Prefix Hijack Detection and Recovery
Receiving the suspicious prefix information from the Hijack
Probability Assignment module, IP prefix hijacks can be easily
detected as the newly advertised suspicious prefix information
must have higher hijack probability than that of the prefix
information announced by the owner AS because of its limited
coverage and time. A sub-prefix hijack can also be detected as
PIPA performs additional checks as follows. Assume that this is
not a Multi Origin AS (MOAS) problem (MOAS will be
discussed later). Suppose a certain prefix entry has the lowest
hijack probability value which means that it has been valid in the
routing system. If there is any sub-prefix announcement from any
other AS other than the owner AS of the original prefix, then this
sub-prefix is suspicious and will be assigned a higher probability
value. In this case, additional unreachability information can
increase the hijack probability. The same rules apply to
super/independent prefix hijacking.
MOAS conflicts occur when a particular prefix appears to
originate from more than one AS. MOAS conflicts can be
classified into OrigTranAS, SplitView, and Distinct paths [33].
For these cases, a MOAS conflict can be detected by using the upto-date RIR/IRR routing policy data.
After concluding that a prefix is hijacked, the Prefix hijack
detection and recovery module will trigger the recovery procedure.
So far, a prevalent recovery procedure is through contacting
network operators, who then manually change filters, stopping
corresponding prefixes announcements or blocking malicious or
misconfigured AS. Most of the BGP anomaly detection solutions
generate alerts to inform network operators of their prefix hijacks
attempts [15, 16], but there have been a number of false alarms
generated.
Our solution to recovering from a prefix hijack is two-fold. The
first mechanism is the same as providing the alert notifications to
the victim ASes. The second one is based on the idea of self
healing property of Internet. PIPA can help victim ASes recover
from prefix hijack situation by suggesting which malicious or

erroneous {IP Prefix, AS Path} must be demoted and which {IP
Prefix, AS Path} entry is the best or the lowest hijack probability.

4. CONCLUSION
Prefix hijacking has been a serious BGP security issue over the
years. There have been a large number of proposals to the
problem of detecting prefix hijacking but none has been accepted
as a de facto standard. We proposed a probabilistic IP prefix
authentication (PIPA) scheme by leverage the existing BGP
routing information, registry data as well as prefix unreachability
statistics from Internet.
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